The Sonate brillante, composed in 1811 by Anton Heberle (date of birth unknown) for a czacan or a
recorder, is one of his later works written for the recorder. Recorders certainly still existed in the 19th
century, above all – alongside the remaining older style of recorders – in the form of the various
flageoletts und czacans built to perform the contemporary music of that time. A. Heberle was presumably
the first sponsor of the czacan. The czacan in its original form was a walking stick flute of Hungarian
origin with 8 holes (the same number as the recorder) and was first introduced in Vienna in 1807. In terms
of style, the czakan repertoire belongs to the classical and romantic period of Vienna.
Georg Philipp Telemann’s third autobiography includes a list of “12 fantasies for the flute without bass”.
The only remaining original copy of these fantasies can be found at the Bibliothèque du Conservatoire
Royal de Musique in Brussels. The cover, however, which must have been added later, is entitled “Fantasie
per il violino, senza Basso” and does not mention the composer’s name. The range and style would lead
one to assume that these are indeed the aforementioned fantasies for the flute. All 12 fantasies display a
great variety of form. Each is a jewel of rhetorical and stylistic studies. Fantasy VI reflects the “modern”
sonata in three movements and following the style of C.Ph.E. Bach contains a fugue in the second
movement.
The English composer Nathaniel Giles was born in Worcester in 1558 and became the organist at
Worcester Cathedral in 1581. In 1596, he joined the chapel royal, and a year later became its „Master of
the children“. At the same time, he maintained his positions as organist and choirmaster at St. George’s
Chapel in Windsor. John Baldwin (? – 1615), a copier, composer and singer at St. George’s Chapel
Royal, compiled a collection of vocal and instrumental works during the years 1581 – 1606. This Baldwin
manuscript can be sound in the collection of the British Library (London). Nathaniel Gile’s Miserere is
derived from this manuscript. This splendid rhythmic counterpoint ends with the sentence: “A Lesson
of Descant of thirtie eighte Proportions of sundrie kindes made by Master Giles, Master of the children
at Windsor”. The cantus firmus is repeated ten times, resembling a “ground”. A melodically unchanged
version of the antiphone resounds: Miserere mihi Domine, et exaudi orationem meam”.
The Greek composer Calliope Tsoupaki (born 1963) composed the piece entitled Charavgi in 1994 for
the Renaissance alto recorder. In the preface to this work, she wrote: „Charavgi is a greek word that
indicates the very beginning of the dawn. We could approximately translate it in English as early dawn. In
the piece I did not only want to give a simple feeling of dawn in a romantic sense, but I tried to deal with
a musical material that undergoes a transformation and ends exactly at the point of its full flourishing, just
as the dawn ends at the moment of sunrise.”
The Partita (BWV 1013) by Johann Sebastian Bach bears the original title “Solo pour la flûte
traversière“ and is set in A minor. It is the only work for solo flute by J. S. Bach and was not discovered
until 1917 by the organist and head musician of the Thomaskirche in Leipzig, Karl Straube. Its place is
at the end of a manuscript of the sonatas and partitas for violin solo, and the piece has thus been called a
“partita” by Hans-Peter Schmitz in the new Bach edition, due to the formal similarity to these solo works
for the violin.
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Anton Heberle
(um 1800)
SONATE BRILLANTE (1811)
für Sopranblockflöte
1 Adagio
2 Rondo presto
3 Allegro molto a la Minuetto

Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685 – 1750)

[2:43]
[4:12]
[1:52]

Georg Philipp Telemann
(1681 – 1767)
FANTASIE VI
für Altblockflöte
4 Dolce
5 Allegro
6 Spirituoso

für Renaissance-Altblockflöte &
Renaissance-Tenorblockflöte

[3:41]
[1:13]
[0:52]

für Renaissance-Altblockflöte

d AMARILLI MIA BELLA

für Renaissance-Sopranblockflöte
e - g Variation 1 – 3
h PHILIS SCHOONE HARDERINNE

für Renaissance-Sopranblockflöte
i - k Variation 1 – 3

[4:21]

[1:11]
[3:38]
[0:57]
[2:57]

Pete Rose
(* 1969)
l BASS BURNER (1994)

für einen Blockflötenspieler
(Baß-, Altblockflöte und Tamtam)

Calliope Tsoupaki
(* 1963)
8 CHARAVGI (1994)

[5:10]
[2:50]
[3:48]
[2:01]

Jacob van Eyck
(um 1590 – 1657)

Nathaniel Giles
(um 1558 – 1633)
7 MISERERE (1594)
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a
b
c

PARTITA c-moll, BWV 1013
für Altblockflöte
Allemande
Corrente
Sarabande
Bourrée Anglaise

[5:44]

[8:48]
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